Abstract. A scattering operator S= S( V) is set up for the Klein-Gordon equation \Ju=m2u (m>0) perturbed by a linear potential V= V(x) to D« = m2M+ Vu. It is found that for each R>0 there exists a constant c(R) (of order R2~" as R -> +00, n = space dimension) such that if the Li and the L" norm of Kand V are bounded by c(R), V -V is either nonnegative or nonpositive, and V' -V is of compact support having diameter SÄ, then S(V')¿S (V) or V'=V. Here <?>n/2, and c(7?) may also depend on ç/.
1. The purpose of this paper is to find conditions under which the scattering operator for the Klein-Gordon equation Dw = m2u, D = A-82/8t2, A the M-dimensional Laplacian, perturbed by a linear potential V= V(x) to □" = m2u+Vu, determines the scatterer V. For reasons of simplicity, we assume m > 0. Then we can assume m = 1, which in fact we do. We look at the equations above in a suitable Hubert space setup and consider the scattering operator as a mapping F->-S(V) from a Banach space of functions to a Banach space of operators.
In the next section, we begin by developing a certain amount of theory essential to our results. This theory is basically a restatement of the results of [5, Chapter X, §5] , in a slightly more general setup, which is convenient to our needs. In § §3 and 4 we introduce the Hubert spaces Ha (a e R1) in which we will work, and construct the wave and scattering operators as operators in H0. In § §5 and 6 we combine all three previous sections to obtain some estimates on the wave operators, which lead us finally to our main result, stated in Theorem 7.5. The notation which is not explicitly defined when first used is either standard or self-explanatory. If u is a function on 7?n, we always denote by û the Fourier transform of m which comes from defining 0(0 = O)""'2 f exp (-!<*, OHx) dx if m is an L± function. [April We believe that the method applied here is new, though essentially straightforward. It relies heavily on results from [5] and [7] . It might be called an "implicit function theory approach"; as such it merely asserts uniqueness of the potential within a certain "domain of potentials", without attempting to construct it. For a constructive approach to a closely related problem, we refer to [3] and the references therein. We also refer to [6] for a very complete treatment of the scattering and inverse scattering problem for the equation fju = 0 perturbed by an obstacle, and to [8] for a more physically oriented approach to scattering. Both [6] and [8] have an excellent list of references, to which we refer for more information about scattering and inverse scattering problems. Finally, we want to mention, and thank the referee for pointing this out, that [2] contains a much more general and complete treatment of most of the material of §4.
The paper constitutes a first generalization of the author's doctoral dissertation at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, under the direction of Professor Irving E. Segal. The author finds it a pleasure to acknowledge his deep indebtness to Professor Segal, both as a teacher and as an advisor. The author also wishes to thank Drs. Franklin E. Schroeck and Kerris W. Thompson for many interesting conversations on the physical aspects of the problem. 2. In this section H will denote a separable Hubert space, 77 a selfadjoint operator in H. Define the Friedrichs operators r+ and Y~, with domain and range in the space B(H) of all bounded linear operators on H, as follows: Dir*) is the set of all bounded operators T such that lim (a -» ± co) / exp (itH)T exp ( -itH) dt Jo exists in the strong operator topology. For such a T define Y±(T) as that limit. We write r*(T) = i Í °° exp (itH)T exp ( -itH) dt (cf. [5, Chapter X, §5.2] ). We shall simply write Y instead of T+ or T" if there is no possibility of confusion. Lemma 2.1. Consider B(H) as a Banach space in the usual operator norm. Then Y, as an operator in this Banach space, is closed.
Proof. From the characterization of the range and domain of Y given in [5, Chapter X, Lemma 5.3] it follows easily that the graph of Y is closed.
Write {7f(A)} to denote the spectral family determined by 77. From now on, we assume that 77 is spectrally absolutely continuous, i.e. the nondecreasing function (E(X)u, u) is absolutely continuous for all ueH. Here ( , ) denotes the inner product of H. Then (E(X)u, v) will also be an absolutely continuous function for all u and v in H. We write p(u, v)(X) to denote the a.e. defined integrable function obtained by differentiating (E(X)u, v) with respect to A. We set p(u)(X) = p(u, u)(X),
HI w|]|2 = ess sup P(u)(X).
The next two lemmas state the basic properties of these objects.
Lemma 2.2. Let u, v, w, y be elements of H. Then
if HI u II <co and \\\w\\\ <co.
Proof, (a) is immediate. For a proof of (b), see [5, Chapter X, Theorem 1.7] . The rest follow from these two, Parseval's Theorem and standard properties of the spectral decomposition of an operator. Lemma 2.3. Let {«"} be a sequence of elements of H.
(i) Ifun -> u, then (P(un))112 -> (p(u))112 in the L2(Rl) norm.
(ii) If ¡I w"I <co, and{un} is Cauchy in \\\ ■ \\\, then (p(un))112 is Cauchy in L^R1).
(iii) 7/t/n->«, ¡Ih"I <co and{«"} is Cauchy in \\\-\\\,then \\\u\\\ <oo and \\\un -u\\\ ->0.
Proof, (iii) is a consequence of (i) and (ii), but (i) and (ii) follow from inequality (e) of Lemma 2.2. We now want to perturb H by an operator A, of the following type: Assume given a a-finite measure space (M, M, p) and two measurable mappings x ->fx, x -> gx of Af into H such that (2.1) Í \\fx\\2 dp(x) < co, I" \\gx\\2 dp(x) < co, JM JM (2.2) f \\\fx\\\2 dp(x) < co, Í \\\gx\\\2dp(x)<co,
are measurable mappings from Af into L^R1).
We define the operator A by (2.4) A= Í (,gx)fxdp(x), JM [April i.e. for u e H we set Au=¡M (u, gx)fx dp(x). Since the mapping (2.5) x -*■ Tx, Txu = (u, gx)fx, is an integrable B(H)-va\ued function by (2.1), we have A*=JM ( ,fx)gx dp.(x). Assume furthermore a2 = ess sup p(fx) dp.(x) < co, (2.6 ) ; ß2 = ess sup p(gx) dp(x) < co.
Jm
For u, v in H, set a*(u, v)(X) equal to the 7_2-lim for a -^ ± co of
Then, setting ißt p)(X) = (2-TTi) -» f + " pG*)G* -A + i8) -! dp, J -ao we also have o±iu, v) = G±p(u, v), with Gi =s-lim (S j 0) G¡ . We let a(w, t;) stand for either <t+(h, y) or tr"(«, v) if there is no need to distinguish between them, or if there is otherwise no risk of confusion.
We define an operator in L2iM) as follows :
[TiX)h]ix) = f \oigx,fy)iX)\hiy) dp-iy).
JM
Assume also given an orthogonal projection P in H such that P commutes with 77, and such that if bn is the maximum of respectively. Furthermore, for each x in the disc, we have Z(x)£l(x)=P,for any pair of solutions of these equations. If P=I, then we also have i2(x)Z(x) = 7, and the solutions to these equations are unique.
5. If the group generated by iiH+xA) is uniformly bounded, then the solution of the first equation in 4 is uniquely determined by Í2(x) = s-limO^ ± co) exp 07(77+x^))-exp (-i777).
Proof. 1. It is proved in [5, Chapter X, (5.26) ] that YiTx)u=ioiu,gx)iH)fx, where Tx is the operator defined in (2.5) . The rest follows from Lemma 2.1.
2. Essentially the same proof as in [5, Chapter X, Lemma 5.11]. 3. Assuming Q.k defined for k = 0, 1,..., n such that L\P=Q(C, AD.k_, e 7J)(r), r(^4i2k_1) = Ük, we want to show A£ln is in D(r). Since AO-n = ( , gn.x)fx dpix), Jm with gn¡x = Qn*gx', by part 2 of this lemma it suffices to show that ß2 = ess supA pignJ dpix) < co.
Using part 1 of this lemma, it is quite easy to show that if v = T(T)u, with T=\M ( > g'x)f'x dp(x), an operator of the same type as A above, then (2.7) p(v) = JJ a(u, g'Mu~g\)p(f'x,f'y) dpix) dpiy).
An application of Lemma 2.2(b) gives
In our case letting The the operator iAQ.,,.^*, we get
with T(A) the operator in L2iM) defined above. Thus ßn2 é esssupA Wnxy^jpig^.Jdpiy), and since g0.x=Pgx, it follows that ß2 ^ esssup, \\TiX)\\2"jpiPgx)iX)dpix).
By parts 1 and 2 of this lemma, AQ.n e D(T) and defining i2n + 1 = r(^4Qn), we have l^n+i|| u2tTaßn. The convergence of the series for D(x) now follows from the definition of 80. Since everything is symmetric infx and gx, the convergence of the series for Z(x) is proved similarly. 4. That Q(x) and Z(x) are solutions of the equations is again an application of Lemma 2.1 and the convergence in operator norm of their series. The uniqueness of these solutions in case P=I follows as in [5, Chapter X, Lemma 5.14] .
5. The proof of this follows the same lines as the proof of [5, Chapter X, Theorem 5.8] . Notice that all arguments go through if the group generated by the perturbed operator is simply bounded. We also get (2.9) iH+xA)Qix) = £2(x)77.
3. In this section, we describe the Hubert spaces and operators with which we want to work. The notation introduced in this section will be used throughout.
Denote by B the selfadjoint, nonnegative operator (7-A)1'2 in L2iRn), with domain DiB) = \u :jil + \£\2)\ûit)\2di < coj.
We assume that the space dimension « is odd, n ^ 3. In DiBa) (the domain of Ba, a e R1), we introduce the inner product [u, v] In all notations, we drop the subindex "a" in case a=0. For instance, we write H for H0, etc. We use, without always explicitly stating them, certain properties of these spaces which are immediate consequences of corresponding standard proper- c. Immediate, since ye is itself a Baire function of B.
d. There exists/e L^Tx-") such that/(£) = (l + |||2)-"'2. In fact, by Parseval, there certainly exists such an/eL2(7\n). It is not difficult to see that
with Jj the y'th Bessel function of the first kind. Using the iteration formulas for these Bessel functions and the easily proven fact that, for j=(integer) + (£), r'(l + r2)1 " Vy(r \x\) -> 0 as r -> 0, -t-oo, for any fixed x, integration by parts of the last integral gives
The last integral may be evaluated in terms of modified Bessel functions of the second kind. We obtain fix) = i2/Try2cn\x\-iKoi\x\).
It follows now from Schlömilch's integral formula (cf. [4, (22), p. 82] ) that /is 0[exp (-|x|)], for |x| ->co. Since/, being an L2 function, is locally in Lu this proves that/is in Li(7?").
Set feix) = e-nl2fix/e112). Then /,(£) = (1 + e|i|2)_n/2 and the rest follows with A:=Li-norm off.
For h a function on 7?", denote by |A|P the Lp-norm of h; set A0iV)=AiV). c. Assume \ F|n/2<co. If either V^O, or \ F|n/2< 1, then iiH+AEiV)) generates a group bounded uniformly in e, t (0 5= e, te R1).
d. [exp (/7(77+ Ae))]* = exp ( -it(H+ A*)) (e ^ 0).
e.
s-lim (e j 0) exp iitiH+Ae)) = exp (it(H+A)), s-lim (e i 0)expiitiH+AE*)) = expi¡tiH+A*)), the convergence being uniform in t, for t ranging over compact intervals.
Proof, a is an easy consequence of Lemma 3.1. Notice that A*{f,g} = {-B-2YeMvyeg,0}
(setting also y0=I)-b is a straightforward application of [5, Chapter VIII, Theorem 1.5] . c. Let ueH, set "(0 = {«i(0. "2O)} = exp (it(H+Ae))u,
Assuming u e D(H+ As) = D(H), it makes sense to differentiate the last expression with respect to t; we obtain 7£"0)=0, hence 7í(í) = 7í(0), for all t.
From Sobolev's inequality (cf. [1, Part II, Chapter 5, §5.3] ) it follows, for p = 2n/(n-2),heLp:
Thus <yEMvyeu,(t), «i(0> = <MtyM0. y««i(0> = \V\nl2\yeU,(t)\p2 =i \V\nl2\B2Yeu,(t)\,2 Ú |K|n/2|«0)|2.
This implies (i) Qa is dense in 77.
(ii) Ifiu e Qa, then \\AS exp ( -isH)u\\ ^fi(s), withfi some integrable function on the real line, which does not depend on e.
Proof, (i) Immediate.
(ii) Let IFi>a be the function defined in the first paragraph of [7] , so that if ue Qa and we set u(t)=exp (-itH)u = {u,(t), u2(t)}, we have We use this in the following estimate, the constant k is the one of Lemma 3.1 ; the steps are justified by parts c and d of Lemma 3.1 :
and this proves the lemma. Reasoning as in [5, Chapter X, Theorem 3.7] , we get as a first consequence of this lemma, W\iV)u = u + il exp iitiH+ As))Ae exp (-//77> dt for c ^ 0. This integral has to be interpreted as the strong limit of the corresponding finite integrals.
Let u e Qa. Lemma 4.1 then implies that the integrand above is integrable in the Lebesgue sense and provides a uniform ¿^estimate of its norm. Thus we may apply Lebesgue's dominated convergence theorem to the convergence given in part e of 
(V).
We call Se(V) the scattering operator corresponding to the perturbation AS(V).
5. We now apply the results of §2 to the situation described in § §3 and 4. Proof. It is straightforward to check that the family {7i(A)} defined above is the spectral decomposition of some selfadjoint, spectrally absolutely continuous operator 77'. Then check that (exp (itH)u, v)a = (exp (itH')u, v)a for all u, v e Ha, teR1.
Given u,veHa set
III U ¡I 2a(M) = eSS SUP pa(u)(X), I U ¡I 0 = HI « |||a («»,   |A|<Af for a e R1, 0 < M=co. We follow our usual convention of dropping the subindex "a" in case a=0, for instance |||m|||(m)= |||"|||o(m)-Since |(«, «)|á||«||o||f||-o> we may define (u,v) and consequently p(u, v) for ueHa, veH-a, a arbitrary. The last written inequality may be used instead of the Cauchy inequality to prove To prove the integral expression for AS(V), check it on smooth elements of H. Since such elements are dense in H, the theorem follows.
We set ct(jc, y; X) = aÇVex, Os¡,)(A), with ct(k, v) defined as in §2 for u,veH. if jfc=2w+l [9, 17.24] . Using the inequality ¿exp ( -Tb)^T~le~1, valid for all b, t>0, we can further estimate (**) by const Ix-yl1-". This proves the claim. Now letting r be such that r2 = y2 -1, Im (r)>0, the residue at r is i:2-)r"-1il+er2)-nexp iir\x-y\).
Again using e^| and that lim (S-s> 0) r2 = A2 -1, we may assume |l + £r2|^|. Thus as S->0 the residue becomes bounded by |A2 -1|<P_1)/2. Putting all this information together, it follows that
and from this the assertion of the lemma follows. We let the projection P of §2 be the identity operator in H if n = 3, P=PM for « > 3 (0 < M < co), with PM defined as Just by Holder (since \g2ix)\ S1) \V2ig2*V,h)\2 Ú \V2\2\V,\2\h\2 = \V\,\h\2.
Considering that f PÍPMgex) dx = f piPMf°x) dx = 0
Jr" Jm for A2 > M2 +1, the estimate follows.
From now on, we denote by A a constant which depends only on n, and into which we absorb all such constants appearing in the estimates of the sequel. Set
i2e±(F) = Ws±iV)P (P = 7ifn = 3, P = PM ifn > 3).
We obtain directly from Theorem 2.4, the last estimate and Holder inequalities. Proof. Theorem 2.4 proves convergence of the series to a solution of the last equation above. Since the group generated by iiH+A£) is uniformly bounded (Lemma 3.2c), it also follows from Theorem 2.4 that Q6± = s-lim 0 -> ±oo) exp 07(77-Ms)) exp i~itH)P = We±P. and since the lim (t -> + co) exists, this proves the expression for Ss( V) given above. Since i(H+Ae) and i(H+A*) generate groups which are uniformly bounded also in e, it follows that SS(V) is uniformly bounded in e. Thus, to prove w-lim (e i 0) Se(V) = S(V), it is enough to do so on a dense domain.
Let u e H, v e Qa, Qa defined by (4.1) . Set
where Fv is the analogue for As* of the function/, for Ae obtained in Lemma 4.1(h) .
Thus, by Lemma 3.2a, Lemma 4.3, the uniform boundedness in e of the wave operators and Lebesgue's dominated convergence theorem /•+ 00 /» + 00
lim (e I 0) gs(s) ds = g0(s) ds.
J -00 J -00
This proves SS(V)P -> S(V)P in the weak operator topology, completing the proof of the lemma if n = 3. For n>3, notice that {PMQa '• Af >0} is dense in H.
6. Fix q > n/2. Define \V\ = \V\(q)= IFU + JFI,.
From now on we assume I V\ <c(M)~x. for A2gl + M.
For h e Z,oe (7? Proof. For a real-valued function hin L, n Lq, let h,, h2 be such that h,ix)h2ix) = hix), h,ix)2 = h2ix)2 = hix).
Recall that setting fsxih)=h,ix)^ex, gexih)=h2ixy¥ex, we obtain Asih)= f ( ,g\ih))pxih)dx. The second equality is a consequence of the duality between Ha and H_a determined by the inner product of H. A typical example (for our purposes) of element of B is given by the following Lemma 7.1. Let V e L±iRn), let Tbea bounded operator on H such that \\\ r*T% ||| is bounded by a constant K. Define an operator Qs by setting
for ueH, v eHa; Ae = AeiV). Then \QS\<KA\V\,.
Proof. Notice that |||i>£Ä||| _a^A by (5.2). Expressing ABiV) by an integral, as usual, and using part c of Lemma 2.2, it is easily seen that KG.«, p)| á f f+ " I Vix)\ \Piu, T*Y\)iX)\ \Pi&x, v)iX)\ dx dX.
JR» J -co
The lemma follows now from (5.1), Holder's inequality and the hypothesis.
For VeL,, define an operator /0e(F) by T0% V)= -i f + °° exp iitH)Aei V) exp ( -itH) dt.
J -CO By Lemma 7.1, T0%V)P e B, \T¿iV)P\£ A| V\,. The operator SeiV)P is also in B [April (set T=Q.e-in Lemma 7.1, recall Lemma 5.6) and so are the operators SiV)P, T0iV)P defined by (7.1) SiV)P = w-lim 0 | 0) SeiV)P, il.2) T0iV)P = w-lim (e | 0) TQeiV)P.
That the limit in (7.1) exists is a consequence of Lemma 5.6. The existence of the limit in (7.2) is proved similarly. It is clear that this new definition of S(V)P coincides with the one given in (4.3) . This is also a consequence of Lemma 5.6.
Proof. Set X=Q.s_iV')-P and define Y as in Lemma 6.2; we use the same notation as in the proof of Lemma 6.2. Set W«)(A))1/2 iP°iv)iX)y12 f I Vix)\ ij>i T*T%))1'2(A) ■ip-^x)ix)y'2dxdx.
• + CO + '
We estimate the first term of the last member of this inequality by Lemma 6.1, the other term by Lemma 6.2. Since |||0*Ä||| _a is bounded by A, the theorem follows.
Lemma 7.3. Let 0<-q. Set fi(r)=0 for r>v, =ri2-nV2(l+r2ylli for 0<r<r¡.
Let uit)=ui-, t)=exp (UB)^, with <ftvii)=fM)-Then Since the inner integral is a Dirichlet integral, letting 7J -+ + oo, by the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem (which is used to interchange the limiting process with the outer integral), we obtain, after a change of variables, \x\»-2 ¡ + a,\uix,t)\2dt The last integral may be evaluated explicitly (cf. [4, (10), p. 90] ). We obtain |*|"-2 f" \uix, t)\2dt = 4r,2[Jkiq\x\)-Jk + ,ir¡\x\)Jk-,irl\x\)], J -00 and the result becomes now exactly the statement of Szasz' inequality, as stated on p. 12 of [4] .
Consider the function F(r) = (Jk(r)/rk)2, k=(n -2)/2. This function takes on the value wn2 (ü>n = area of the unit sphere in 7?n) at r=0, and is strictly decreasing in To conclude, let us notice that c(Af)>l, but can be brought as near to 1 as desired. But since we want c(z0, R) as large as possible and since c(0, R)=0, it is convenient to have a not too small z0. Since 0 < z0 < MR, M small forces R to be large, and vice versa. It is also clear that the operator S( V) is the usual scattering operator, in the sense that it relates incoming to outgoing solutions. This, at least for solutions with initial data having Fourier transform of compact support, follows easily from Lemma 5.6.
